
 
 
The past year for all social service and shelter/housing agencies has been incredibly challenging due to the COVID 19 

pandemic. For Inspirica, the care of over 400 individuals living in our family and women shelters and our permanent 

supportive housing has been impacted significantly. However, we endeavored to still operate our business 24/7 while 

ensuring everyone stayed safe and protected while minimizing the spread of COVID. Of our 100 employees only 40% 

could work remotely. The remaining 60 employees were essential workers.  The toll emotionally and psychologically  

should not be underestimated but we persevered. So, what has been the impact on Inspirica business? Highlighted 

below is a brief synopsis of the impacts financially and operationally in FY 2020/2021 and the sustainable improvements  

for FY 2021/2022.   

The financial impact was significant as we geared up to provide health and safety protocols during this pandemic. In the 

earlier months we secured sufficient PPE for all our staff and clients (over 500 people with frequent distributions) and 

embarked on deep cleaning of all our facilities. We upgraded our technology to ensure our 12 buildings housing over 

400 individuals was capable to access telehealth services, provide the technology for our kids in the shelters to learn 

remotely, upgrade our internal computers as well as offer laptops, chrome books  and cell phones in support  of the new 

norm of delivering program services remotely/virtually. Unfortunately, all our buildings were not up to the 21st century 

technology standards in providing wireless services, so we had to re-wire and invest in upgrading all our facilities. Since 

March 2020, in total we incurred additional expenses of $227, 005 and we project these expenses to continue to grow.  

As we implemented a “Return to Work “program earlier than most organizations, we fully equipped our offices with 

safety spaces which included plexiglass barriers in all our offices and hired a medical professional for temperature 

checks for all incoming staff, guests, and clients. We also had to hire additional staff to provide support as our women 

housing shelter relocated to local motels as safety and health precautions.  For those staff who came to work every day, 

we provided hazard pay for several weeks. In addition to these costs, we still forged forward with a $1MM capital 

improvement program for several of our larger buildings which included mechanical, roofing, interior, safety,  and 

energy efficiency upgrades.  

As the impact of COVID created a heightened sense of anxiety for our clients, we recognized the need for Program Aides 

to assist our Case Managers with ensuring all our client’s needs were identified early. This had an impact on our budget 

and client coverage. Additionally, the need to prevent individuals and families from entering the homeless system 

prompted DOH to focus on prevention services. As a result, Inspirica was chosen to add a new prevention case manager.  

Still in support of a housing first model and capitalizing on the benefits of Moving On Vouchers  (Section 8) for our 

shelter guests, we needed to add an additional housing coordinator to move as many families as possible and women in 

our shelters into permanent housing preferably in Stamford despite a highly competitive rental housing market. Other 

personnel needs were the hiring of a  temporary case manager and additional per diems to help manage the women 

relocated to Super 8 and La Quinta Stamford motels as part of a Statewide effort to minimize the spread of COVID 

amongst the homeless. We continue to offer after school enrichment activities to our children living in our shelters, 

however, without a robust volunteer base we needed to add an additional FTE in support of youth center programming.   

Lastly as anxiety continued to grow with our homeless families, we saw the need to hire a psychiatrist to work with our 

families. Although an unexpected expense, it was the best money spent. Dr. Harry has and continuous to make a 

tremendous difference with the mental wellbeing of our families. In summary, in over a year we have filled four open 

case manager positions, hired four program aides, added one new permanent case manager and two per diems to 

ensure we continue to care for our clients, 24/7. 

We want to thank the City of Stamford for your past support and for consideration of our current funding request. The 

funds will be leveraged well. As much as COVID has been challenging, it has enabled us to refine our client coverage and 

support/case management services.  The need for intense mental health care, medical care and addiction prevention/ 

recovery supports has required us to deepen our community partnerships with other service providers. At our senior 

citizen complex at 92 Summer, we are launching a multi-facet, health and well-being, financial education, social 

engagement virtual program starting with each tenant receiving chrome books and training. Safety and security still 

remain one of our priorities so we will continue to invest in these areas. We are also developing and launching Inspirica 

Inclusive Leadership Development Program to ensure all staff are well trained in their roles and responsibilities.   
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